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• To introduce the fundamental of the finite 
element tool kit (FEtk).

• Programming hints for applying the FEtk
package.

• Summary remarks.
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• You can download the package from the below 
site: http://www.fetk.org

The contents of the FEtk package

FETK

MALOC MC SG GAMerMCLitePUNC

APBS SMOL

http://www.fetk.org/


How do we need FETK?

FETK has been designed to solve various PDE(s) 
with finite element method. 



1. Define a function space Vh={vi} (vi : piece-wise linear FE 
basis functions defined over each tetrahedral vertex), and 
assume the solution to the PDE has the form of 
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2. The original problem is equal to solve the below problem:

Finite element discretization of PDEs

The weak form is not linear for u, but linear for v.



Bilinear linearization form of PDE 
To apply a Newton iteration, we need to linearize 
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denotes to the ``jump’’ term across 

faces interior to the simplex.
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Mesh Marking and Refinement



Edit “mypde.c”

FETK Programming
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“mypde.c”

FETK Programming

“myinput.c” “main.c”

FETK/MC

FETK/GAMer “manipmesh.c”

OUTPUT

“myreaction.c”



FE discretization of the 
PDE  (weak form) with 

FE bases

A massive set of 
linear equations

Au=b

Iterative 
methods

FE solution
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Electrostatic 
potential

Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

Diffusion Equation

Solving Electrostatics and Diffusion by FEtk



Specific Equations in Computational Molecular 
Modeling
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Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

Smoluchowski Diffusion Equation
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Set up your own project with FETK

1.Write down the PDE strong forms, and then derive 
the weak form. 

2.Edit “mypde.c” template in FETK for your PDE. Be 
careful with the boundary setup.

3.Write your main program and read your initial 
parameters into FETK.

4.Test your solver with analytical result.

5.You have done with your work.



Pro and Con of FETK

FETK is an excellent finite element package, in which 
you can find lots of useful subroutines for your 
numerical experiment. It’s convenient to program a 
new PDE solver based on it. It’s robust for 
complicated geometries and PDEs. But the finite 
element has its own limits. It need unstructured 
tetrahedral meshes, which is time-consuming for 
generating. To obtain very accurate output, the mesh 
refinement is always a challenging work.
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